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 No. But in some way Bushcraft 101 managed to get onto the 2014 NY Times
list of TOP SELLING Sports Books. I understand I'm being very important
or nit-picky right here, but I do believe the reader has to make some
decisions as to what they are able to and cannot ultimately take with
them in a survival circumstance. In our opinion this reserve was popular
because it’s a good, basic newbie bushcraft/wilderness survival reserve
that can also be enjoyed by an experienced outdoors person because of
the author’s credentials, writing design and content.Compiled by Dave
Canterbury, recognized to many people among the first two survivalists
on the TV show “Dual Survival,” where he was teamed with Cody Lundin
(Dave was one that wore boots), the book focuses on Dave’s view of
bushcraft; a look at that means taking advantage of what nature provides
to you and using a minimum of gear to endure and thrive in the organic
world, carrying “the understanding and skills needed to create items
straight from the scenery”.The main way that Dave’s book differs from
the first two books on our favorites list is because of his focus on the
skills necessary to thrive in the woods – not just the skills essential
to surviving in the open in an emergency. Because of this much of the
book is founded on Canterbury’s “Five Cs of Survivability” – items
chosen since they are extremely hard to make in the open and directly
impact managing your body’s core temperature. Dave’s Five Cs are: 1)
Cutting Equipment – to manufacture needed products and process food 2)
Covering Elements – to make a microclimate of safety from the elements
3) Combustion Gadgets – for creating the fires needed not merely to
preserve and cook food, but also to create medicines and provide needed
warmth 4) Containers – to transport water over distances or to protect
collected meals sources 5) Cordages – for bindings and lashingsThe
publication also shows how Dave has a “systems” mindset (e. I love how
the pages are solid, and the addresses are thick upon this publication
for durability lugging it around. by no means bring anything unless it
can perform multiple features).The book provides sections on:Gearing
UpYour PackToolsRope, Cordage, Webbings, and KnotsContainers and Cooking
food ToolsCoverageCombustionIn The BushSetting Up CampNavigating
TerrainTrees: the Four-Season ResourceTrapping and Processing
GameAppendicesConserving and Utilizing resourcesWild Edibles and
Medicinal PlantsBush RecipesGlossaryDave’s complete section on Tools is
particularly helpful for people not used to camping. Buy it! A pound of
this and a pound of this, and this saw, and this knife which tent which
trap--all those things accumulate quickly. Very good book compiled by a
survival authority - Dave Canterbury Dave Canterbury did an extremely
good job on this book. I have no idea if that could have added more
price to the reserve, or if it would have increased the size
significantly. This book contains plenty of useful information, but
falls short on details of a lot of things it mentions. Don’t do that.
Makes it basic and straightforward. Another example is the section on
primitive traps and how great they are, especially by using toggle



triggers, but there aren't any examples of how to setup any primitive
traps using toggle triggers, or perhaps a description of just what a
toggle trigger is.I also found three other bush-craft books from
Canterbury, and I am hoping some of those will go deeper into a few of
this stuff. Um. Overall, this is an EXCELLENT book, and I highly
recommend it...If You Anticipate Residing in the Bush for Awhile -
Understand this Book Most books approximately survival and outdoor
abilities don’t become “bestsellers”. Very little Bushcraft technique
taught. There is a ton of details in this reserve. Peter Nord bushcraft
Adventure Great diagrams and Amazon is certainly selling for $7 in MSRP
There are so a lot of things I love about this1) quality and cover
texture this will almost fall in a category between hrs back again and
paperback it's one of the most well-crafted paperbacks I've seen2) the
wide array of survival topics that are covered3) the book uses diagrams
in virtually all its explanations so if you really needed to use this
info in the wilderness you would have a diagram to check out to ensure
you were doing it right4) and best of all PRICE! Very disappointed. I
paid $10 and as pointed out in my last photo msrp because of this
publication is usually &16.99 :)!!! Although shorter than all of our
additional recommended books, Bushcraft 101 isn't intended to be all
encompassing – because it is only designed to cover the “20 percent of
bushcraft that is of the most value”. Issues had been generally glossed
over and if you packed everything that was recommended to take with you
you'll have more in your pack than you have in your house.g. The one
thing I wish he'd have done is roofed even more illustrations on every
subject. Good, but needs even more. Regardless, it is an excellent book.
If you just had this publication and the tools and materials he
recommends to survive with, I think you'll make it! As a side note, I'm
a 200# man, and I do think if you tried to transport everything that he
recommends all at once in a pack on your back, you'll tire rapidly.
Having 256 pages, measuring 5½ x ¾ x 8½ in . and weighing ~10 ounces
this is probably a publication that you study from but do not really
take on the trail with you. Why was that?. We also like Dave’s “Four Ws”
associated with setting up a camp – Wood, Water, Wind and Widowmakers.!
The information is general Very disappointed. The information is
general, not so very clear or concise, hard to check out and woefully
lacking illustrations. Cover style was great and I judged this book by
its cover when buying it. I assume it's a great starting point, but
you'll need additional books or additional schooling to actually figure
out how to do a number of the issues mentioned in the book. Great book
Great book, well crafted, tons of information Very informative. Great
book Fast delivery and great publication. Skills you may use in real
life situations. Recommend to anyone attempting to hone their bushcraft
skills. Good reading for the beginner or seasone bushcraft enthusiast.
No filler just great teaching. Good guice it really is what it says it
is. Should be on everyone's book self next to the dictionary and the



Bible good info. ideal for new prepper Nice read I would recommend this
reserve to anyone who is interested even mildly in Bushcraft.For
example, there exists a section about knots, but just a few of the
mentioned knots have diagrams, and none of the diagrams display step by
step how to tie them. Nice Informative Enjoyable reading and incredibly
informative. Pleasure to learn. Peter Nord bushcraft adventure Great
publication wAtch my bushcraft channel about youtube. I was hoping for
some very primitive comprehensive information and the just fell short.
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